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EDITORIAL
Off Center
man struggles to maintain
Fbrium.
his balance and a perfect equiliHe veers from one side to the
ALLIBLE

other.
In religion it is modernism vs fundamentalism, or the progressive in
contrast to the conservative. In politics one constantly hears the terms,
liberal vs reactionary, right and left
wing, etc. These terms admit to one
common fact—that is, man seldom
hits the center for any extended
period of time.
To God alone belongs the quality of
perfect balance. His sense of balance
is seen in the earth, a planet suspended in space, and yet operating with
perfect balance and in strict routine.
The sun is a ball of fire, yet it comes
only so close to, and never gets more
than so far from the earth.
Not infrequently, the church of
Jesus Christ suffers because of an
"off-centeredness" that plagues her
progress and confuses rather than
clarifies the things that God would
like to say to man through the church.
There seems to be a common acceptance of the idea that because
someone is off to one side on truth
and spiritual emphasis, it is necessary
to go off on the other side to balance
things up. Some good meaning
preachers are invariably called to
preach on the neglected subjects, so
full enlightenment will be received.
This often results in what might be
described as a see-saw religion, just
a sort of a back and forth motion that
parallels the rocking horse. When
you get on you don't know where you
are going and when you get off, who
knows where you have been?
Paul strikes the center for the
preacher when he says: "Preach the
Word." Preach what it says and not
what I want it to say. Spare not for
those who would excuse themselves,
and abide by a "thus saith the Lord"
when men would add their interpretations and sayings thereto.
Paul strikes the center for Christian living when he says, "For me to
live is Christ." The pattern of my
actions, the thoughts that I think, the
motives that constitute my drive: all
of these can have only one spirit—
that is, the Spirit of Christ.
Less human opinions would tend to
clear the fog that prevails in human
thinking. Truth lies at the center and
as such is capable of creating per(2)

fect balance and an accompanying translated "One" in Acts 7:26. The
poise. The conclusions of men which same word is translated "rest" in
frequently are applications of truth Acts 9:31 and "quietness" in Acts
and not context interpretations, have 24:2.
The peace herein described repreadded their extremisms to church life
sents a oneness with God. All war
through the centuries.
arid opposition to God in my life has
—J.N.H.
ceased. In reality I am one with God
—His will is my will, His plans are
my plans. I signed the terms of unconditional surrender to God, and
Romans 14:17
most gloriously came into possession
of a quietness and rest that is totally
FTER presenting a thesis that has unknown apart from God.
no equal—the book of Romans,
Last summer while in Japan, at
the Apostle Paul gives a summary the close of an evening service, a
statement concerning the true evi- young man presented himself as a
dences of the Gospel. Briefly, but seeker after God. When he came, his
pointedly, he declares "The kingdom face evidenced the darkness in which
of God is not meat and drink, but he lived. Christian workers counseled
righteousness and peace and joy in and prayed with him, and suddenly,
the Holy Ghost"—what the kingdom like the breaking forth of sunshine,
of God is not and what it is.
his face became illuminated when he
RIGHTEOUSNESS
discovered the true God, and through
Number one quality of a Christ- Christ was at peace with Him.
believing, born-again, Holy Ghost
—J.N.H.
filled Christian is righteousness.
Synonyms for righteousness are uprightness, godliness, equity, justice,
A smile is something of face value.
integrity, and honesty. In a combined sense, the only word that is
The best test of a man's doctrine
really descriptive of these qualities
in one individual, is the word "right- is the application in his own life.
eousness."
Jesus spoke of it as something to
be hungered for: "Blessed is the man
Evangelical Visitor
who hungers and thirsts after righteousness." I Timothy 6:11 describes
righteousness as something that is to
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PEACE

The second quality of a citizen of
the kingdom of God is peace. Peace
means a state of quiet, freedom from
disturbance, harmony between persons, tranquility of mind and conscience.
The word peace as here used is

mi
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Accepted for mailing at special rate of postage in Sec. 1103, Act of October 3, 1917.
Entered as second-class matter, a t the post
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YOU belonged to the earlier generItheFation,
it was easier. You heard
call to service, offered yourself

as a candidate to a mission board,
were accepted, secured a passport
and a visa, registered for passage on
a boat. Arriving here, you put
through your plans, much like a
road-roller, backed by home board
finances and aided by docile subordinates. When there was opposition,
the government saw to it that you
were safe. The whole thing may have
been exhilarating.
Today it is more than that, it will
be exciting, because your opportunities are hedged in by unprecedented
challenges. These come from the
state, the church to which you come,
the society in which you work, the
Hindu orthodoxy which you wish to
liquidate, and, not least, from the
omnivorous Communists.

So You Want To Be A
MISSIONARY!
Mark Sunder Rao
T H E STATE

You must first get past the government before you get in here. That
is not so easy as it used to be a few
years ago; for other ideas rule their
minds.
Your government grants you the
passport; but you still need the Indian government's visa. They say:
"Wait, let's see—there are so many
of you folks here, we'd like to know
that you are really needed here." It
is said that, since India became independent, the number of foreign missionaries has doubled. Thus the question becomes all-important. You are,
therefore, referred to the local
church, not mind you, to your home
board 6,000 miles away.
The local church declares its desperate need of you; they say you are
their invitee, their guest. They assert
that you are not foisted on them by
a foreign corporation. On your behalf they say that you intend to
serve the Indian church under their
guidance, and that your contribution
is vital.
The Indian church being sponsors,
your candidacy is accepted by the
government and your visa is issued
without any more fuss. You take the
November 8, 195h

next boat or plane. The welcome
that awaits you at the docks or airport may embarrass you; the many
handshakes and garlands almost
smother you!
IN THE CHURCH

You've not been long in the local
church before you are educated for
living. You are assured: "We still
want foreign personnel." You grin,
satisfied. In a moment, you turn
grim: "We do not want missionaries
of the old type," says a church secretary. "They were fatherly, yet autocratic, superior, and separate." You
are told that you will have to be one
of the people, identifying yourself
with them in everything, acting under their guidance, meeting the
needs which they consider needs.
You can't take that; not, at any
rate, at the start of your career. You
balk, you clam up. But, if you are
wise, you take the new challenge and
start at the bottom; then, for sure,
you will end at the summit.
Indian independence has permeated church life so much that, today, it
is the Indian who heads administration and lays down policies. If you
realize that, in your country, it is
the same, you will not grumble. ~

I N A SECULAR SOCIETY

India is a free country. The state
is "secular"—it does not support one
religion over against another. Its
constitution guarantees to adherents
of all religions "freedom to preach,
practise, and propagate religion."
You say, "Well, let's have a go at
preaching!" You set out with your
colleagues.
Foreigners in towns or villages are
"museum pieces at large"—you draw
crowds. They come to have a look
at you, out of curiosity. You, however, take it to be your opportunity
and want to preach the gospel. And
you go ahead. Some people listen
intently, others merely loaf around^
watching your words and actions.
One or two become vocal: "My religion is as good as yours. What's
more, ours is more ancient. We don't
want your newfangled ideas."
If, exercising your fundamental
rights, you persist in your preaching,
you will sometime be told by Hindu
leaders that such a right is only for
the nationals, not foreigners. You
could, if you wished, confine yourself
to educational, medical, social, or
other humanitarian work. At this
you may become dismayed.
(S),

Others with similar experience They challenge your life and faith
have had second thoughts: they saw more than all others put together.
You STILL CHOOSE TO COME OUT
that living must precede preaching;
You thought of becoming a misin other words, example is better
than precept. You can never be grate- sionary, not because it was a job
ful enough for this lesson: India hails with a cushion under it and with
kudos for your every action. You
a saint much more than a scholar.
chose to come because you had in you
FACING ORTHODOXY
the stuff that makes heroes.
Try as you may to avoid them, you
Your knowledge of church history
come up against the "orthodox" might come in handy: for there you
among the Hindus. These conserva- see that, where opposition was at the
tive leaders abhor any rival claims to intensest, Christianity won. In Intruth or redemption. They are dia, too, the most famous converts
taught that their religion is self- were, to start with, hostile to missufficient; they need learn from no sionaries.
one. India's culture is ancient and
At no time before was India the
still is a powerful factor in the
scene of such a mighty convergence
nation's life.
of forces that challenge Christian
A rival faith not only questions work. That's precisely the reason
the religious concept, but attacks the you wish to offer yourself for missocial patterns derived from it. In sionary service. "Fear not, I have
India, the caste system is so rigid overcome the world!"
and so all-embracing that, if you
By permission from "The Mestouch society at any point, you at- senger," National Organ of E. and
tack its core. Thus orthodoxy is R. Church
roused, and before you know it
there's the devil to pay.
Hindus are the majority commuThe wings of prayer can carry
nity and are about 75 per cent of the
country's population, whereas the you where the serpent of sin cannot
Christians are barely 2 per cent. So crawl.
right from the start you face the
formidable. And when, in the course
of what you believe to be your legitiGod's Great Gift
mate duty, the exercising of your
fundamental right, you preach the
Patricia L. Yeager
gospel, you may irritate the orthodox, offend them, and perhaps, cause
Oh Lord in Heaven, we thank Thee
a minor riot.
For
Thy wonderful gift from above,
At this moment, the long arm of
the law reaches you. It tells you You have opened our eyes to the
glory
that it is no longer a question of
"fundamental rights," but a question Of the strength of a parent's love.
of laiv and order. In the interest of
the peace of the land, you must de- Our baby was wrought by God's
hand,
sist from preaching activities, or else
And our love we never shall hoard,
the police will take over.
With open hearts and willing we
AND THE COMMUNISTS
stand
You are an American, therefore To share our love with the Lord.
you are an archenemy of the Communist. He watches your activities I've wanted so very often before
as no one else does. His representa- To leave my life of sin,
tives in Parliament bring up "inter- To come and knock upon Your door
pellations" charging foreign mission- And ask, "May I come in?"
aries with "anti-India" activities;
"alleging political propaganda presee, I lost my path, somehow
judical to the state's policies," and IYou
dropped
along the way,
so on.
But I know that I'm ready now
They send up mammoth petitions And prepared for Judgment Day.
urging your recall. And they will
not spare any pains to represent your It was for us that Jesus bled
words and actions in a way far from He suffered and He died
your wildest dreams.
And, "By a child we shall be led"
They are still a small number, but To meet in Heaven, by God's side.
their influence seems to grow in
(Mrs. Yeager did not enjoy the
some areas. Their bid to political
power continues to be foiled by other blessings of a Christian home, Sunpolitical parties. But in spite of this, day school and Church. She accepted
you may not forget their existence. the Lord only recently.)

a)
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Invitation to the
Ministers of the Brethren
in Christ Church
and Examining
is happy to extend invitaTtionBoard
to all ministers of the Brethren in
HE

MINISTERIAL

Christ Church, both licensed and ordained ministers, to attend the Third
Brethren in Christ Ministers' Seminar
which is to take place at Niagara
Christian College, Fort Erie, Ontario,
Canada, December 28 and 29. It is
hoped that ministers from each area
of the church will be present at this
Seminar.
The Seminar will convene on Tuesday afternoon, December 28 and will
continue through Wednesday night,
December 29. Entertainment will be
provided for members of the Seminar
from Tuesday noon through Wednesday evening. This will include lodging for Tuesday night only. The fee
for the Seminar will be $6.00, the
same as last year.
Ministers of the Northern Conference District are especially urged to
be present for this Seminar, which
will be held in their district. Congregations of the Northern Conference
Districts are urged to sponsor their
minister's traveling expenses and
fees for the Seminar. It is hoped
that a good representation of ministers will be present from the other
Conference Districts, too, though the
Board is not asking that local congregations in any of the other Districts assume financial responsibility
for their minister's attendance at the
Seminar.
A number of the General Church
Boards and committees will be meeting at Niagara Christian College before and after the time of the Seminar. This will bring a number of
ministers from the various areas of
the church to the Seminar.
The ministers who have attended
previous Seminars and who have
shared the inspiration and challenge
of these occasions will no doubt begin
plans to be in attendance at this third
Seminar.
Questions regarding the Seminar
and arrangements in relation to the
Seminar should be directed to the
secretary of the Ministerial and Examining Board. Elder Cyrus Lutz,
Lancaster, Pennsylvania, Route No.
6.
>
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In prayer it is better to have a
heart without words than words
without a heart.
It may have been only a small sin,
but it can grow in to a great sorrow.
Evangelical
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ren in Christ Church enjoy, or how
Prevailing Prayer
they regard a DEFICIT shown by the
F. M. Board, instead of a substantial
W. 0. Winger
balance
on
the
credit
side,
as
has
oc25 years ago our Editor Eld. V. L.
T IS recorded of John Knox that he
Stump wrote this timely editorial. I feel casionally occurred. We have a fair
prayed, "God give me Scotland or I
idea
how
the
Treasurer
himself
reit is just as applicable today.
gards such a happening. But fortu- die." Wonderful victory followed.
nately our dear people have never Joshua cried out, "Sun, stand thou
Things To Come
permitted this condition to occur in still upon Gibeon; and thou moon in
In the wake of the Love Feasts and two successive reports so far as we the valley of Ajalon. And the sun
Communion Services, come the an- are aware. Thank God for faithful stood still, and the moon stayed . . .
So the sun stood still in the midst of
nouncements of Revival Meetings be- stewards in this respect.
ginning throughout the various parts
heaven, and hasted not to go down
of the Brotherhood, and with these
about a whole day." Thus the Lord
Some of the older readers will recall this J J harkened to the prevailing prayer
announcements there comes to each
believer in the Church the responsi- familiar pen with pleasure.
and Joshua's army swept forth to
bility and privilege to pray earnestly
victory.
My
80th
Birthday
that great results may attend each
James records a three-and-halfSeptember 26th, 1929
effort. There, perhaps, never was a
years' drought in punishment for Istime when there were more hungry
rael's sins as Elijah prayed earnestly.
Mrs. Sarah M. Taggart
hearts than now. Everywhere we
After sin was put away, a short prehear the cry of unsatisfied souls, Just eighty years ago today
vailing prayer from this man of God
My
loving
mother
gave
me
birth;
many who have almost despaired of
brought
abundance of rain. We also
ever having peace for their troubled She loved me as fond mothers do
read of Jesus continuing all night in
Each
child
to
her
was
countless
hearts and conscience. Why do they
private, and prevailing prayer; but
worth.
not come to the means of grace, is the
short and pointed were His public
question often asked by many, and She reared me very tenderly
prayers. Prayer was made without
naturally so. Is it not because the Taught me to know a Saviour's love; ceasing for Peter, until the angel
god of this world hath blinded their Taught me to shun the paths of sin
took him out of jail.
minds, and foolish hearts are darken- If I would gain that home above.
Friends, is not the secret of preed? For this cause we need to pray
vailing
prayer, first to know God's
In
tender
years
I
did
obey
mightily that the Holy Spirit may unwill in the matter? Then, "If we ask
stop deaf ears, may bring light to But later strayed far into sin;
anything according to His will, He
sightless eyes and cause men and But praise the Lord there came a day heareth
us, and if we know that He
women to inquire diligently concern- When He so freely took me in.
hear
us,
whatsoever we ask, we know
ing the way of salvation. Nothing He pardoned me and set me free
that we have the petition that we deelse can do so much to break down I went rejoicing on my way;
sired of Him."
the barriers that seem to keep these Then I could sing "Oh happy day
Jude exhorted that we should earnhungry hearts from attending Re- When Jesus ivashed my sins away."
estly contend for the faith which was
vival Services. The signs of Spiritonce delivered unto the saints, and
ual and Moral decay are seen in many He gave me a companion true
should we not pray for God to help us
Districts of the Church, and we are To share our joys, our tests, and
to humbly sit at the feet, and learn
trials;
not immune to the inroads of Satanic
from Abraham, Joseph, Moses,
influence that would deplete our num- He gave us faith to trust in Him
bers. Let us measure fully the And sweetly rest beneath His smiles. Joshua, Elisha, and others in the Old
and in the New Testament who by
strength of the enemy, that the ar- He blessed us with a family
prevailing
prayer, quenched the viotillery of truth may be trained upon To cheer our happy, humble home;
lence of fire, escaped the edge of the
his position and his stronghold shat- But three He called in early years
tered. Let us visualize the immeas- Took them and claimed them for His sword, out of weakness were made
strong. These through faith and preureable strength of Heavenly powers,
own.
vailing
prayer became victors.
and fight valiantly the battle before
Ten years ago, death called again
Jesus who came that we might
us.
And snatched dear father from my have life, and have it more abunside,
dantly, said, "Men ought always to
^»» <
This was a brief » editorial
by the editor of And many, many lonely hours
pray
and not to faint." He gave us
the Foreign Mission Department in 1929,
I've
spent
since
my
companion
died.
the
example
of the importunate
Eld. D. W. Heise, who frankly expressed
his concern. The stock market crash in But God has spared me six dear sons widow obtaining her request from
November of that year set off the great de- Who are most thoughtful, true, and the judge, "who feared not God nor
pression.
regarded man," and He asked, "And
kind;
shall not God avenge his own elect
I know no want—for they supply
A Deficit
which cry day and night unto Him,
And do it with a ready mind.
though He bear long with them? I
Governments of large, or smaller,
tell you that He will avenge them
proportions, corporations, financial I pray God's blessing on each one
concerns, business men, and the God bless their wives, and children speedily. Nevertheless, when the Son
too;
of Man cometh shall He find faith on
farmer are all intensely interested in
May
each
one yield their lives to God the earth?" Because prevailing praybeing able to show a surplus at the
er brought deliverance and revival in
end of a period, instead of a deficit. And bid this sinful world adieu.
the past, and since we all agree that
No one courts, or enjoys a balance on This is the longing of my heart
the wrong side of the ledger. To the Means more than wealth, or worldly we need, and must have a revival
NOW to save our dear land of liberty,
foregoing we think all will heartily
fame,
let
us all join in prevailing prayer
subscribe. But we are wondering To live for Him and Him alone,
until revival comes.
just how the members of the Breth- And glorify His blessed name.

I
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MISSIONS
An Outstanding Revival and
What Produced It
H. Gilbert Williams
HE WESLEYAN Methodist Church
has always taught both the need
and the possibility of genuine revival. During the more than a century
of her history the Church has witnessed many notable revivals, some
from among her own people, others
conducted by her preachers but in a
sister church.
Now, great revivals are not accidental! They don't "just happen."
Behind every such meeting there is a
reason. It has been the experience
of this writer, both in his own ministry as an evangelist, and as discovered in reading church history, that in
back of every revival worthy of that
name, there must be three emphases.
There must be an emphasis on the
Word of God as the foundation of
the preaching; there must be a
stressing of the person and work of
the Holy Spirit; and there must be
a desperate and unceasingly emphasis on believing prayer. No evangelist, no pastor, no congregation
willing to acknowledge the necessity
of these three emphases will fail to
see souls saved.
Where there is an emphasis on the
Word of God there will be truth
preached that will produce deep conviction. Where the person and work
of the Holy Spirit is magnified a
growing faith will encourage people
to believe that He will meet their
deepest spiritual need. Where the
church engages in an unceasing ministry of prayer there will be more
than words said; such prayers will
have "legs under- them" that will result in obedience to the will of God.
The Word faithfully preached; the
Spirit continuously honored; prayer
unceasingly practiced . . . these are
the foundations of revival. They
have always produced revival; they
work today; they will not fail tomorrow. They are based upon the methods and promises God has given in
His Word.
—The Wesleyan Methodist

T
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Men who pray much don't bray
much.
Spat, spit and spite are close relatives.
Few people study to discover the
truth; most of us seek to confirm our
errors and perpetuate ourprejudices.
(6)

Besides the inspiring and challenging spoken messages in Bible Conference, we
also had messages in song from good musical groups—both in the Bantu and the missionary Conferences and by both races. This quartet was called the Northern Rhodesia
Men's Quartet—left to right: Brethren Thuma, Ginder, Kipe, and Brubaker. The Missionary Conference met in one of the classrooms of the Memorial School. (The chart
above the blackboard is for the standardization of pupil teacher's handwriting, for
teaching the children in the Practising School. Many of them write a very neat hand.
Untidy, careless handwriting counts strongly against them!)

African Conference Report
(Concluded from previous issue)
WE HAD NEW THINGS

1. The Public Address System. 2. Recording of programs and services
for home and India. 3. Tape recordings from home, played during recess
periods. 4. The children's flying saucers. 5. Two assigned photographers:
C. Wingert and G. Bundy.
AND WE PRAYED AND PRAISED

At each session of the Missionary Bible Conference, the warmth of the
Holy Spirit's presence was felt as we united in prayer for the needs of our
church and sister churches around the world. In the closing session, prayers of thanksgiving were offered for (1) Sister Kipe's and Franklin's
recovery from polio, (2) Our faithful Christian teachers and nurses, (3)
Fine weather for conference, (4) Volunteers answering the call to Lupane
and Gwaai, (5) Higher enrollment at Wanezi Bible School, (6) New interest in Bible study shown by the pupils, (7) Increased response to financial
needs, (8) The African Challenge, the first Christian periodical for Africans, (9) Improved attitude on the part of some teachers.
Brother Frey gave a very practical talk on "The Ministry of Prayer."
AND WE MEDITATED

The need of, the joy of, and the how of village visitation were brought
to us by Sister Anna Engle: "We may travel 11,000 miles to answer God's
call and fail to go the last mile!"
Sister Eyster made us realize that Personal Counselling is a ministry to
which each of us is called.
The three topics by Brother Earl Musser on the Passion of the Christ,
The Passion of the Apostles, and the Passion of the Apocalypse renewed
our sense of need for a burdened love.
Brother Climenhaga's message on Gideon, at the close of conference, was
heart-searching. The Three Hundred were chosen for their bravery and
also for their concern for and loyalty to the task.
The singing throughout the conference was inspirational. Brother Stern,
our song leader, said that he would probably never have the opportunity
to lead a more enthusiastic group of singers. Yes, God has put a song into
our hearts!
THEN WE SEPARATED-—with warm memories of Christian fellowship and of
the excellent hospitality of the Matopo Staff.
Evangelical
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After ten days in Israel

GREETINGS TO THE HOME CHURCH

—from the Street of the Prophets in
the New Jerusalem' of Israel!
We sailed from New York City,
September 8 on the passenger liner
S. S. Jerusalem. After fifteen days
of smooth sailing with only one stop
—at Cueta, Spanish Morocco—we arrived at the beautiful sea-port city
Haifa. Both of us proved to be good
sailors. However, the weather conditions and the conveniences of the
boat were in our favor, for which we
praise the Lord.
Even before the vessel lifted
anchor, from the moment we set foot
on the deck of the S. S. Jerusalem,, we

had a feeling we were in the land of
Israel and actually a part of the life
in the new Jewish State. It is the
only passenger vessel sailing between
the United States and Israel that
gives you a preview of the dynamic
life in the Jewish State.
The Kosher food on the boat was
plentiful and excellently prepared.
There were three hundred passengers
and two hundred and fifty crew on
ship. The people were friendly and
ready to discuss current affairs and
especially their new State of Israel.
All this gave us an excellent opportunity to gain a better understanding

"THE CHILDREN'S CONFERENCE . . .

of the Brethren in Christ Church in the Rhodesias met for its first meeting Wednesday, September 1, in the Practising School at Matopo Mission"
—so begins the reading of the minutes of that important body. It has been
the custom for a number of years to provide organized instruction and
activity for the missionary children during the annual conference; now an
organization of the children has been effected!
This "conference" was under the able direction of Sisters Thuma, Lady,
and Pauline Frey. The theme was "Growth." Two classes were held—three
in the Senior and eight in the Primary Group. There were object lessons,
feltogram talks, songs, Scripture memorization, recreational activities, and,
finally, a program by the children to the Missionary Conference.
One gathers from the minutes and from the bulletin that there was much
enthusiasm manifest and good instruction received by the children—Philip
calling his mother at 5.00 a.m. of the first day and wondering if it wasn't
time for Children's Conference, and Priscilla wanting her hair combed very
early. Franklin was the chief dissenter when it came to voting.—The minutes were signed (somehow or other!) by eleven children.
To those of us who have lived on a mission station with children, often
more isolated from their own "kind" than the adults themselves, these reports are of special interest—arousing memories of the pleasure we
experienced in seeing missionary children in groups at Conference time.
The Lord bless them good!
—M.C.K.
The overflow of the African Conference sat in the shade of the trees in various
clusters listening to the P.A. horns, which were placed in a window facing out from the
east wing and main section of the church.
Part of the time the Public Address System (a gift from Bishop Carl Ulery1) in
Conference was run by this little 500-watt generator (sent out with the Climenhagas)
a gift from Brother and Sister Clarence Boyer for the propagation of the Gospel.
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Bishop and Mrs. Jesse P. Lady

of the background and culture of the
people.
*
*
*
We have now spent ten days in
Israel and we feel very much at
home. The kindness and graciousness
of friends we have met for the first
time have been far above our expectations. Already we are comfortably
settled in a small three-room apartment at the home of M. G. Griebenow,
Pastor of the American Church in
Jerusalem and representative of the
Christian Missionary Alliance Church.
We have been advised to stay in Jerusalem for language study, for better
opportunities to meet Christian leaders, and to make contacts with other
parts of the State.
Thus far, we have travelled to
Beersheba, Askelon, Lydda, Haifa,
Mt. Carmel, the ruins of Cassarea,
Jerusalem and vicinity. We have especially enjoyed visiting some of the
Jewish settlements (Kubutz) where
the people share the communal type
of life while making their contributions to the development of the land.
In several days we plan to visit Nazaeth, Tiberius, and the Galilee area.
As one travels along the highways
and observes the cities and new
places of development, one is made
aware of the heroic struggle of this
people to make the land productive,
and to utilize all possible resources
for national security. In this land so
sacred to Islam, Jewry, and Christendom, there are many signs of the fulfilment of the Scriptures. More and
more one has the awesome consciousness that God's eye is on this land of
the Book and this land of the People.
Please pray for us that God may give
us a door of utterance to speak the
glorious Gospel of Christ.
Jesse and Lucille Lady
(7)
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Illustration
The late Dr. A. J. Gordon had a
dream in his early ministry that was
as real to him as the vision of Peter
when he saw the sheet let down
from heaven.
It was on a Saturday night. Gordon was weary from his preparations
for Sunday. He saw himself in the
pulpit before a large crowd, just
ready to begin his sermon. A
stranger entered the church, passed
halfway up the left aisle and quietly
accepted a place in a pew offered him
by a gentleman. Gordon forgot the
features of the stranger, but always
remembered distinctly the other details of the scene.
After service, Gordon approached
the gentleman with whom the
stranger had sat. He asked, "Can
you tell me who the gentleman was
who sat in your pew this morning?"
The man answered rather calmly.
"Why, did you not know that man?
It was Jesus of Nazareth."
Gordon, with the keenest sense of
disappointment said, "My dear sir,
why did you let Him go without introducing me to Him?"
With the same calmness, the gentleman replied, "Oh, do not be
troubled. He has been here today,
and no doubt He will come again."
Then came an indescribable rush
of emotion. "What was I saying? In
what spirit did I preach? What did
He think of our sanctuary? How
was He impressed with the music
and order of worship?"
The Saturday night's d r e a m
changed Dr. Gordon's life and the
spirit of the church of which he was
pastor. The realization that Christ
was present with him became the
Bread of Life to him.
What would be the effect if the
glorious Jesus should come, with His
glories veiled, into our home, our
Sunday school class, our church?
And yet He is always there, if only
we could recognize His presence.
The Southern Rhodesia Missionary Conference, (just previous to our own B. in C.
Conference) at Goromonzi Government
School near Salisbury, was attended by a
number of our missionaries. In reality,
there is no longer a Southern Rhodesia Missionary Conference nor a S. R. African Conference, the two having been amalgamated
to 'form the Southern Rhodesia Christian
Council—similar to what is being done in
N. Rhodesia and Nyasaland . . . Our bishop
is the Chairman-elect and Mapendhla
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Moyo is one of the three Africans on the
Executive. Beth Frey is the Chairman of
The Family and Home Committee of Matabeleland.
Pani Moyo, a Matopo Mission teacher,
has asked when H. H. Brubaker was returning to be Prime Minister! Mr. Todd, present Prime Minister of Southern Rhodesia—
a former missionary, favored one session of
Christian Conference with his presence.
Joe Ginder greets at Mtshabezi. "The
weekend of September 18-19 was a full one.
The Climenhagas came down and brought
Joe along to greet the people here. Saturday was Laureen's birthday. In the eve-

ning we climbed Zwempi and had supper
and evening prayers over on the grain rock.
We had to hurry home as the school was
going to have a rare treat—seeing slides of
the Thuma's short furlough (This should
help their Geography!). Sunday the Thuma's farewelled, Joe greeted and the morning message was given by the bishop. Joe
is full of eager enthusiasm and seems to be
enjoying Rhodesia. He is waiting for his
visa to go to N. Rhodesia."
Naka Solomona is visiting Abednigo. She
spoke in prayermeeting telling about her
visit to Bechuanaland. She—dear old saint
—is quite happy to know that there is a
tract written up about her. (Available
from the office of the Executive Secretary.
"Naka Solomona Builds a Church.")
Arranged from several letters.

GIFTS — DID YOU REMEMBER YOUR MISSIONARIES?
Those desiring to send personal gifts to the foreign mission
fields for the holidays should have them in the hands of the
treasurer not later than November 25.
Carl J. Ulery, Treas.
1332 Maiden Lane,
Springfield,
Ohio

A Note-Burning Service
A note-burning service was conducted on
October 10, 1954 in connection with a short
series of evangelistic services at Blairs
Mills, Penna. where Roy Beltz is serving as
pastor.
The work at Blairs Mills was opened by
Roy Asper. After a nice place of worship
with Sunday school rooms in the basement
was paid for, the church decided to install
an oil-burning hot air furnace. The last
dollar was paid off on this and the note was
to be burned at the close of the Sunday
school session.
To emphasize the significance of the occasion to the Sunday school children, a
number of questions were asked by the
secretary of the Mission Board, who was
conducting the meeting. These questions
were answered by the pastor.
Then it was pointed out that it was only
by the blessing of the Lord that the small
group of worshippers was able to pay off
the note. This was followed by singing
"Praise God from Whom all blessings
Flow." The pastor held the note and the
evangelist set it on fire. Folks were then
admonished to continue to stay in the place
of blessing, and to continue to bring their
tithes that needs may be met.
Although the debt is paid, as in all
churches, local needs continue: (a) For repairs and maintenance, (b) For certain
worthwhile improvements, (c) For better
support of the pastor so he can give his
time more fully to the promotion of the
work. (This is one mission church which on
its own initiative decided to pay its pastor
a certain sum every month. Many mission
churches have a regular schedule for freewill offerings for their pastors. This
church has done excellently.)
It was also pointed out that if a church
is to grow, it should become actively interested in mission work outside their own
group.

God is blessing the work at Blairs Mills
under the excellent leadership of their pastor and his worthy companion. The evangelistic services closed with three men—
fathers—indicating a need. Pray for these
men and some fine young people who need
the Lord.

Saville Church
Closely associated with the work at
Blairs Mills is the work at Saville in Liberty Valley in Perry County, Pennsylvania.
Roy Asper was also instrumental in opening this work, first in a dance hall, which
was remodeled for worship. Later in a
school house which was remodeled for worship. After that the way opened to purchase, for $1000, a nice, large brick church
building in good condition. It had not
been used for some time. A basement was
excavated, good Sunday school facilities
provided, and oil-burning hot air furnace
installed.
Having wisely retained the ownership of
the remodeled schoolhouse for use as a parsonage sometime, and having properlycleared the way at General Conference for
such a step this year, the Home Mission
Board was happy when Roy Musser accepted the assignment as pastor there.
The building retained for a parsonage is
now being remodeled with the cooperation of the community and other help. The
new pastor is whole-heartedly entering the
program. We visualize a very nice parsonage.
Marlin Peck who assisted the former
pastor, Roy Asper, when he was away in
evangelistic work, has been leading the
folk since General Conference and is serving as a real big brother in preparing the
way for the new pastor.
Pray for this work which is attended with
great possibilities, and has been doing an
excellent job paying off their indebtedness.
A. H. Engle
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The Light in the Gateway
Orlando, Florida
We believe our church here is truly the
gateway to the Islands of the Carribbean
end as well to the "neglected Continent."
Looking on the map, the state of Florida
points a finiger directly at these areas as if
to remind us, "They must be told." We are
thankful for brother and sister Dale Ulery
who are in this area now sacrificing time
and talent for that neglected host. May
we, the Orlando Church, ever be that light
in the gateway and thus in our community
as well.
Our interested readers will want brief
facts on current happenings rather than
giving our "impressions of the Lord's work
here.
First, we cannot enter the Forward Enlargement Campaign on an equal basis
with other schools because of circumstances
such as winter influx of tourists, etc., but
we are in a "Fishers Of Men Campaign"
and using some of the suggested material
and it is effective. A steady Sunday
school "push," however, has been in force
during the entire year and as a result an
increased attendance. We only have records dating back to the year when Bro.
Ernest Boyer was here, and they run as
follows. Average Attendance—
1950—65
1951—57
1952—60
1953—63
1954—70.9 or 71
These records run from October to October which is our school year.
Last Sunday in the Sunday school 76
were in attendance and the Sunday before,
70. More folk came in for worship and the
church was well filled. This was "Family
Altar Sunday," as suggested by the Board
of Christian Education, and the suggested
dedication service was used with it to good
effect. In the same service, three young
couples came to the altar and presented
their little ones to the Lord in a child dedication service.
The Sunday night service was well attended and two of the young men who
stood at the church altar in the morning
service, raised their hands for prayer.
The mid-week prayer meeting was attended by 36.
The first Daily Vacation Bible School was
conducted here this summer with 12 teachers, superintendent and pastor working together. Average attendance was 64, and
enrollment 81. The church reaped by this
school in a number of ways. One, by working together it was very obvious that it
could be done. Two, eleven were saved in
the school. Three, some came into the
Sunday school. The pastor's wife served as
superintendent. For most of the teachers
it was their first experience in Bible School
but they all did a splendid piece of work
throughout.
It will be necessary to install a heating
plant for the winter. Will you join prayer
with us that the Lord will help us in that
as well ? When you come to Florida this
winter we will be looking for you and hope
that you can worship with us. The warmest welcome is awaiting you.
Harold M. Wolgemuth
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Hunlock Creek, Penna.
"The Lord of hosts is with us." Psa. 46:
7a. We have witnessed this to be true the
past summer. The Lord has been working in this part of His vineyard.
July was a time of revival as we were engaged to proclaim God's Word nightly. By
use of a P.A. system the message reached
out and echoed through the nearby hills.
This was a time of spiritual refreshing for
the Church. A teen-age girl and her aged
grandmother professed conversion in this
campaign. We were happy to have Brother
and Sister Lester Shelly and family with us
one Sunday night during the tent meeting.
Daily Vacation Bible School was conducted in August. This proved a blessed time
for pupils and teachers alike. We enrolled
a total of 45 in the school. The average attendance was 36, with 27 having perfect attendance.
We earnestly desire your prayers for the
work and workers at Hunlock Creek.
Thomas and Hannah Bouch
Bethel Mission, Sylvatus, Virginia
We extend Christian greetings to the
readers of the Evangelical Visitor. The
mountains are at their peak of beauty at
this time. As we stand on the front porch
of the parsonage and look Southeast approximately 25 miles, we are reminded of
the fact that "Only God can make a tree."
The multi-colored leaves make a beautiful
picture.
July 5 was the opening date for our
Bible school here at Bethel. We had an enrollment of 78; and 45 of these received an
attendance reward. We were very happy
to see the children coming day after day
without missing. They are very eager to go
to Bible school and love to sing the
choruses. One little girl said she cannot
see why they didn't have Bible school all
year around instead of school. The two
weeks was highlighted by a program the
last Friday night.
God's presence is continuing to linger
with us in our services, here in the chapel
on the hill. A number of weeks ago in a
regular Sunday night service, as the invttation was given at the close of the message, six persons came to an altar of prayer. Five of them were saved for the first
time. Four were young people and the
other was the mother of 12 children, and is
54 years old. Her testimony is, "I feel so
different."
On August 22, Bro. William Rosenberry,
from Philadelphia, Pa., came to work with
us in a revival effort. The messages from
God's Word were heart-searching, and
several found the Lord as their Saviour.
The Christians were stirred by the Spirit,
to live closer to the Lord.
On October 10, four of our converts followed the Lord in baptism. Among this
number was the mother mentioned in the
preceding paragraph, and her daughter. As
the mother walked in the water, her eyes
filled with tears of rejoicing, as she said,
"I am so happy I could cry." Yes, she was
not the only one that was happy. We
shared in the rejoicing, but most important
of all, the Trinity and the angels rejoiced.
Another soul has been saved from the
clutches of the devil.
The same night, our fall joint communion was held at the Farris Mines Church.
We rejoiced to have six persons taking part
in the service for the first time.

We are happy to report that the new
pews for the Bethel Church are ordered,
and will arrive November 16. We want to
thank each one of you for your help in this
project. We honor God for answering
prayer and making it possible to purchase
this much needed furniture. We pray
God's richest blessing upon you. Let us
all work together, until Jesus comes.
—John Schock
Editor's Note—In a financial report
which accompanied this report—we noted a
deficit of $169.23 in operational expenses at
Bethel. Will you pray and share materially
in defraying this deficit.—A full statement
will appear in a later issue of the visitor.
E.B.D.
FROM BATONGA TO NAVAJOS
Sister Verda Moyer R. N., is our first
worker to transfer from mission work
abroad to our Navajo Mission in New Mexico. She is relieving Sister Ruth Zercher
R. N., for several months. A chance to
operate in another language!
We believe that Sister Moyer's courage,
devotion and skill will be a blessing to the
people there. Let us pray for her.
Another missionary, Sister Lula Asper,
took Sister Moyer in her car from Ohio to
the mission in New Mexico. Sister Zercher
then accompanied her to California.
Highland Congregation, Ohio
On April 21 the Steckley sisters from
Toronto, Canada mission gave an inspiring
missionary message, with Bro. Dale Ulery
in charge of the service.
On Sunday evening May 16, Bro. and
Sr. Dale Ulery gave interesting talks on
the work in Cuba.
May 29-30 was our Love Feast. Bro.
and Sr. Paul Hill of Hillman, Mich, were
with us for these services. The Spirit of
God was graciously manifested and precious
in the services. On Sunday afternoon we
enjoyed a singspiration service.
On August 14-22 the Annual Camp meeting was held at the Memorial Holiness
camp grounds. Bishop Luke Keefer was the
evangelist, with Bishop Jesse Lady the
Bible teacher. There was very good attendance and the Holy Spirit was faithful in
helping these brethren preach the Word.
Conviction was manifested and many souls
knelt at an altar of prayer and found the
peace which they longed for.
Bro. and Sr. Howard Wolgemuth were
the workers in the children's meetings held
twice daily during the camp meeting.
Daily Vacation Bible School was held in
July at the camp ground with good interest
and attendance. The enrollment was 123;
the average attendance, 120.
Rev. Hess Brubaker of Granville, Pa. was
the superintendent and his wife Mildred
helped as a teacher.
On September 9 Bro. and Sr. David
Climenhaga reported on the work in Africa
and showed slides.
On July 4 there were three of our young
men received into church fellowship and
followed the Lord in baptism. May the
Lord bless them and make them strong in
His service.
We were privileged to have with us Sister
Mary Wenger who told of the work in
Israel.
The Lord is blessing the work here at
Highland, and we praise Him.
—M. K.
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HOME
. . . Pause and Ponder . . .
This yea?' marks the 165th anniversary of the ^publication of a monumental work, "The Decline And Fall
Of The Roman Empire," by Edward
Gibson. The author listed five reasons for Rome's catastrophic end. We
present them, ivithout elaboration:
1. The rapid increase in divorce;
the undermining of the dignity and
sanctity of the home, which is the
basis of human society.
2. Higher and higher taxes—the
spending of public monies for free
bread and circuses.
3. The mad craze for pleasure;
sports becoming every year more exciting and more brutal.
4. The building of gigantic armaments when the real enemy was
within; the decadence of the people.
5. The decay of religion; faith fading into a mere form, losing touch
with life and becoming impotent to
guide the people.
—War Cry

An Invitation
In response to the invitation to the
readers of The Evangelical Visitor
to submit a definition or short description of a "home", the following
words were submitted by Mary M.
Hess of Mount Joy, Pa.
Home is where—
HONOR dwells,
OBEDIENCE reigns,
MOMENTS are golden,
and the
ETERNAL One abides.
Also, from an old public school song
these words:
"Home is where the heart is, and
where all agree,
Home is where the heart is,
whereso'ere it be."
The response has been gratifying
to this invitation, and we will endeavor to publish as many entries as
possible. A worthwhile reward will
be given to the person submitting the
best entry, either original or selected.
The deadline will be December 31,
1954.
Send to:
LeRoy B. Walters
Box 124
Waynesboro, Penna.
(10)
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Is the Nation Bent on SelfDestruction?
HE following statistics have been
TFederal
compiled from statements of the
Bureau of Investigation, a

world authority on vice and crime in
the United States:
"People spend eight times more
hours at movies than at Sunday
school;
"Only one out of twelve persons in
our country attends church;
"Seven out of eight children quit
church and Sunday school attendance
before they reach 15 years of age;
"Fifteen million 'sex' magazines
are printed monthly and read by one
third of the American people;
"There are more barmaids in this
country than college girls;
"One million American girls have
venereal disease; 100,000 girls disappear every year into white slavery;
one million illegitimate babies are
born annually and perhaps a million
illegal abortions are performed annually ;
"Our nation harbors three times as
many criminals as college students;
"A major crime is committed every
22 seconds, an aggravated assault or

rape every hour, a murder every 40
minutes;
"There are 60 suicides in our nation daily;
"As a nation we spend about
$750.00 on pleasures, sins, cosmetics
and amusements to every dollar we
give to foreign missions.
—Scientific Temperance Journal
1 * W
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An Old Legend
N OLD legend tells of a mountain
lad who picked a strange flower
A
one day and suddenly, a cave opened

before him. Entering it he saw a
heap of sparkling jewels. He laid
aside the flower and filled his hands
with the rare gems. As he was leaving the cave a voice said, "Don't forget the best."
When he was out in the sunlight
once more, the jewels crumbled into
dust and he turned to find the cave
closed. He had forgotten the best—
the magic flower, without which
nothing from the cave had lasting
value.
Pure, divine love is the element
without which life crumbles and its
values fade. The source of that life
is God, and we are very foolish indeed if we expect to build real homes
without Him.
Evangelical
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For Conscience Sake
fHlLE ON earth Jesus said there
would be those of His followers
who would be brought "before governors and kings for my sake for a
testimony against them." Today the
meaning of these words is very real
to several of our draft-age men who
are seeking legal recognition as conscientious objectors.
In recent months approximately
fifteen Mennonite, Brethren in Christ,
and Amish young men have been, or
are being, prosecuted for refusal to
submit to induction into the military
services. The reason for their refusal
of induction has been failure to obtain legal recognition as conscientious
objectors and their determined stand
against war. Through their experience with officials of draft boards, induction centers, and the courts they
have had many occasions to witness
to Jesus Christ and the Gospel of
peace.
In most cases where registrants
have failed to obtain recognition as
conscientious objectors from their
local boards, it has been possible to
get classifications cleared through appeal. However, the fifteen cases of
those who have refused induction are
examples of places where all such efforts have failed.
In five of these cases, the registrants have been found guilty and
sentenced to prison. Three of these
are Mennonite men from Indiana and
the remainder are Amish from Iowa.
In sentencing the Indiana men the
judge expressed reluctance to do so,
but made comments suggesting they
could turn the "prison into a seminary."
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According to the reports of the
trial, he said, "I have often felt that
God works in peculiar ways. One of
the finest books that I could recommend for these boys to read would be
the book, 'Escape.' It was written
by a man who served in a penitentiary for many, many years. He
came to one conclusion, that there
was only one redemption; there was
only one way of salvation, and that is
through Christ through God. It took
many, many years to make that discovery in prison, and then he wrote
this book, 'Escape,' and after you
have read the whole book you come
to only one conclusion: that he would
have each prison made into a seminary, if possible. . . . As I say, God
works in peculiar ways . . . It is for
those who would attempt to escape
military training or service illegally
that persons must be sacrificed . . .
you boys have to somewhat regard
yourselves as sacrifices."
Most M.C.C. boys are able to witness in behalf of their nonresistant
faith without difficulty or inconvenience. The men described here, however, give this witness in bonds of
imprisonment and the Church is under deep obligation to pray for them,
and to encourage them with every
possible aid.
On the other hand, what about the
rest of us whose convictions have never been seriously challenged, whose
teenage life has never, been scrutinized by the F.B.I., who have never
been questioned by a legally-trained,
federal hearing officer, whose attention has not yet been turned from
salaries and cars and farms? Which

experience is promoting spiritual
growth ? From which experience can
the church of tomorrow expect newly
dedicated and energetic members ?
Without attempting to make them
"martyrs," it is still proper to regard
these men as the rear guard of our
nonresistant position. They have accepted the consequences of a government policy which holds that not
every registrant who files a conscientious objector claim can be granted
1-0 classification. According to this
view, the claimants must be closely
screened. A number must be punished to discourage those who might dishonestly seek this avenue to avoid
military service. However, human
authority cannot judge a man's deepest convictions without error . . . The
screening process is fallible.
—M.C.C. Bulletin
Search the Scriptures
A priest found a little girl reading
the Bible. He stopped and said,
"Child, you have no business reading
that book!"
"But, sir, the Saviour said,
'Search the Scriptures,' " was the
answer.
"That was for Jews only, and not
for children. Besides you don't understand it!"
The girl thought a moment. "But,
sir, Paul said to Timothy, 'From a
child thou hast known the Holy
Scriptures!' "
"Oh," said the priest, "Timothy
was being trained by a Bishop and
was taught by an authority of the
church."
But the little girl, undaunted
shook her head. "I beg your pardon,
sir, but the Bible says that he was
taught by his mother and his grandmother."
On hearing this, the priest turned
away and was heard to remark that
the little girl "knew enough of the
Bible to poison her entire parish."
—Adapted from Friend's Witness
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CHURCH
NEWS
Locust Grove, York, Pa.
We praise the Lord for His presence and
guidance daring the summer months.
June 21 to July 2 was the time of our
Bible School. This was our third year and
the Lord blessed our efforts again. The attendance averaged around 100. The offerings were sufficient to support an Indian
orphan for one year, plus a generous
amount for supplies.
We were privileged to have several missionaries with us during the summer. On
Wednesday evening June 2 Bro. and Sr.
David Climenhaga visited us. They told
us of their experiences in the work at Sikalonga Mission. We were especially interested in what they had to say because they were
co-workers for several years with one of
our own congregation, Sr. Edna Lehman.
Since Sr. Leora Yoder is the twin sister of
our pastor, we were fortunate to have her
with us several times. She spoke briefly to
the S. S children and gave a message in a
prayer meeting. The Christ's Crusaders
also had her as a guest speaker on Sept. 5.
However, we feel the highlight of our
missionary services this year came on Sunday morning Sept. 12, when Sr. Eva Mae
Melhorn gave her farewell message to her
home church and was dedicated as a foreign
missionary. Bishop Thuma spoke that
morning on "Some Hows of Missions," as
found in Rom. 10:14 and 15 "How shall
they call on Him in whom they have not
believed?" "How shall they hear without
a preacher?" "How shall they preach except they be sent?" "How beautiful are the
feet of them that preach the gospel of
peace and bring glad tidings of good
things." If Eva continues to have a safe
journey, by the time this appears in print,
she will be traveling over land in Africa to
the place she expects to teach in the schoolroom and tell others of Jesus' love and
power to save. We at Locust Grove will
certainly remember her in our prayers.
Bro. Henry Frey of Harrisburg was our
guest speaker at our Harvest Praise Service
August 29.
On October 3 we again commemorated
the death and suffering of our Lord.
This month we are putting forth special
. efforts for Sunday School enlargement. Bro.
Jacob Kuhns of Grantham was our Rally
Day speaker. Pray with us that the work
at Locust Grove will continue to grow under
the direction of the Lord.
—F. E. L.
Mechanicsburg, Pa.
Again we have come to the close of a
very busy summer. Immediately after
General Conference on June sixteenth continuing through June 30th was our Vacation Bible School. Our superintendent this
year was Sr. Simon Lehman, Jr. and her
assistant Sr. Mervin Brubaker. Our enrollment was 390 with an average attendance of 316. The theme of our school was
"The World for Christ." Special speakers
were Florence Hensel from Africa, Erma
Hare and Gulabi McCarty from India, also
Clara Eberly speaking for the Navajo Indians. Our offering of $400 went to the
mission work in Japan. On Decision night
a large group of boys and girls took Christ
as their personal Saviour. We count it a
great privilege to work with and to teach
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those boys and girls about our Lord and
about the Word of God.
Our Young People met together on Saturday Evening, September 18 and 19 for our
Youth Conference. Our speakers were
Elders George Sheffer, Elwood Flewelling
and Dr. C. O. Wittlinger. Our central
theme was "Forward with Christ."
On Sunday evening the Christ's Crusaders presented six short but very interesting
and inspiring topics on "Vitamins for
Growing Christians." Bro. George Sheffer
closed with an Evangelistic message on
"The Uncertain Certainty" or the Second
Coming of Christ. About thirty young
people gathered around the altar to commit anew their lives to Christ.
We had two other special services. Sr.
Erma Hare, of our own congregation, who
is on furlough from India, gave a very inspiring talk to our Christ's Crusaders.
Then we were happy to have Rev. Paul
McBeth with us on September 29 for our
Harvest Praise Service. Special music was
provided by the Mechanicsburg Male
Quartette. An offering was taken for the
Messiah Orphanage.
—D.E.S.

Placing the rafters on the new Sippo church

Blandburg, Pennsylvania Dedicates New
Church.
On May 30, the Blandburg Brethren in
Christ Church was dedicated to the honor
and glory of God. The church had been in
the process of erection for the past two
years. These years brought testings as
well as miracles which brought rejoicing
to the hearts of God's people.
The project began with an offering of
$1300 found in the offering box at the rear
of the church. This gift was given by a
brother who was convicted about the back
tithe he owed the Lord, and decided to clear
his obligation.
From this original gift, the Lord continued to meet the needs of the program in
spite of the fact that in the midst of the
building the main industry in the town was
closed. The past year has been trying, due
to financial pressure brought about by unemployment, but God has supplied the needs
in marvelous ways. With an expenditure
of "about fifteen thousand dollars, there yet
remains about three thousand to be paid.
We have appreciated the wonderful help
the church has given us and pray that God
will bless every giver.
The church here enjoyed a full weekend
of services with love feast on Saturday
afternoon and evening. Many of the people who were at the dedication service had
come early for this meeting. Henry Ginder
was speaker in the morning service, and
Albert Ergle our mission overseer, preached the dedicatory sermon Sunday afternoon. The new church was filled for this
special service.
Pray for the work at Blandburg.

BIRTHS
"Children are an heritage of the Lord"

Sippo Church, Ohio
For he is our God, and we are the people
of his pasture, and the sheep of his hand.
Psa. 95:7.
Greeting from the Sippo congregation.
We are praising the Lord for His goodness
to us.
There is a good interest in our prayer
meetings, also our young folks have their
prayer meeting every Tues. night. The
Teacher's Training Course in which twenty
have enrolled has proved to be a benefit to
our group.
Aug. 22 we were privileged to have
twelve children from the Mt. Carmel Home,
Morrison, 111. with us for the evening meeting. We enjoyed their singing, and we
were made to realize anew that each of
their souls is worth more than a whole
world. Sr. Betty Schradly brought them
down in a station wagon. Sr. Ruth Neff,
Manheim, Pa., a former worker at the home,
met them here and they had a happy reunion.
Sept. 5 eight fine Christian young folks
from the Hartville Conservative Church
gave us a program of special singing and
testimonies.
Sept. 19, the I-W boys from Macedonia
State Hospital, Cleveland, Ohio, were with
us for the evening service. The Male
Quartette sang, topics were discussed and
some time spent with the children. We
enjoyed this program very much.
The building of our new church is coming along fine. Some labor, hauling, and different materials have been donated. "For
the people had a mind to work."
—L. T.

SIDER—Elvin Harold Sider came to bless
the home of Brother and Sister Harold Sider
on September 17, 1954. The Siders are
members of the Conoy Congregation.
HESTER—Bro. and ,Sr. Marlin Nester of
Mechanicsburg announce the birth of a son,
Maurice Eugene on July 30, 1954.
HEBK—Bro. and Sr. Leon Herr of Mechanicsburg announce the birth of a daughter,
Deborah Kay on August 28, 1954.
WOLFE—Mr. and Mrs. John C. Wolfe,
Manheim, Pa. announce the birth of a daughter, Marilyn Jean, on September 21, 1954.
FOBBY—Mr. and Mrs. Musser Forry, Manheim, Route 2, Pa. announce the birth of
Garry Keth, October 20, 1954.
WOLGEMUTH—Bro. and Sr. John M. Wolgemuth (nee Esther Custer) Mt. Joy, Pa., announce the arrival of a baby girl, Mary Louise,
on Sept. 12, 1954; a sister for David, Philip,
Lois and Rachel.
STERN—Earl and Katy Ann Stern are happy to announce the birth of a son, Stephen
marl, born Aug. 28, 1954.
WHITESEL—Alfred and Mildred Whitesel
announce the birth of Leona Elaine, born
September 19, 1954.
IiONG—A son, Dennis Earl, was welcomed
into the home of Nathan and Violet Long on
August 23, 1954.
KEEPER—Mr and Mrs. Garnet Keefer are
happy parents of a daughter, Joetta Jane,
born on Oct. 5, 1954; a little sister for
Gerald. They are members of the Five Forks
congregation of Waynesboro, Pa.
FREDERICK—Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Frederick of the Silverdale, Pa. congregation are
the happy parents of a son, Timothy Lawrence, born August 27.
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MARRIAGES
For these we wish God's richest blessing and send, with our
compliments, a year's subscription to the Evangelical Visitor.

BURKHOLDER-BTJRKETT — Friday, Sept.
17, at eight o'clock in the evening, Miss Barbara Burkett, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Authur
Burkett of Boonsboro, Md. and Mr. Myron
Burkholder, son of Mr. and Mrs. Norman
Burkholder of Hagerstown, Md., were united
in marriage by the bridegroom's uncle, the
Rev. Nelson Frank, pastor of the Methodist
church in Chambersburg, Pa. May the Lord
bless this couple.
EEEIEE-KHOWITOlf — Nancy Naomi
Knowlton, daughter of Dr. W. A. Knowlton
and the late Mrs. Knowlton of Cleveland, Ohio,
and Herbert L. Keefer, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Samuel R. Keefer of Grantham, Pennsylvania,
were united in marriage September 25 at the
Presbyterian Church in Independence, Ohio.
Rev. Paul McBeth of Elizabethtown, Pennsylvania, uncle of the bridegroom, performed the
ceremony. The couple will reside at 5732
Brecksville Road, Cleveland 9, Ohio.
FATTLTJS-MYERS—On August 22, 1954 there
occurred the marriage of Gladys Myers
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph E. Myers of
Sweet Home, Oregon to Melvin Paulus, son of
Rev. and Mrs. Raymond Paulus of West Milton. Ohio.
The wedding took place in the Sweet Home
Mennonite church, Sweet Home, Oregon.
HOUSSEK-HIX—Saturday August 21, in the
chapel of the Niagara Christian College, Sister
Reeta Nix, daughter of .Sister Nina Nix and
the late Elmer Nix, of Stevensville, and Wesley Housser, son of Mr. and Mrs. John
Housser, of Markham, Ontario, were united in
marriage by Bishop Wm. Charlton.
6INMS-SIMMOKS—On Thursday evening
August 26, 1954 in the auditorium of Messiah
College a very lovely marriage was solemnized
when Sr. Martha Simmons, daughter of Elder
and Sr. Reuben Simmons of Mechanicsburg,
Penna., became the bride of Bro. Roy Ginder.
son of Bishop and Sr. Henry A. Ginder of
Manheim, Penna. The ceremony was performed by the father of the groom, assisted by the
father of the bride in the presence of a host
of friends.
HOrrEB-EBEESOLE—Harvey B. Hoffer of
Lebanon, Pa. and Emma V. Ebersole, daughter
of Mrs. Clayton Ebersole, Annville, Pa. were
united in marriage on Tuesday evening, September 21, 1954, in the Fairland Brethren in
Christ Church, Cleona, Pa. Rev. Riall Stump
performed the ceremony.
HETKICK-HOEPEB—On Saturday
afternoon, October 2, 1954, Robert Hetrick, son of
Mr. and Mrs. George Hetrick of Lebanon, Pa.,
and Verna Hoffer, daughter of Mr. Harvey B.
Hotter, Lebanon, Pa., and the late Esther A.
Hoffer, were united in marriage in the Fairland Brethren in Christ Church, Cleona. Pa.
The ceremony was performed by Rev. Riall
Stump.

OBITUARIES
"Blessed are the dead which die in the Lord."

COY—Mrs. Mary Coy of Saxton, Pennsylvania passed away Thursday, October 7, 1954,
at her home. Death came unexpectedly.
The deceased was born October 9, 1888, in
Wells Valley, a daughter of Albert and Jennie
(Dickson) Berkstresser. She was united in
marriage to Burzy Coy, who preceded her in
death.
Funeral services were held Saturday, October 9, in the Robert E. Huff funeral chapel in
Saxton, Pennsylvania. Rev. Andrew .Slagenweit, pastor of the Brethren in Christ Church
in Saxton, had charge of the services and
burial was made in the I.O.O.F. cemetery at
Saxton.
EN&LE—Mrs. Mary Zercher Engle, Florin.
Pa., was born Nov. IS, 1874 and passed to her
eternal home Oct. 8, 1954, aged 79 years, 11
months, and 18 days. Sr. Engle suffered a
stroke Oct. 6 and died Oct. 8.
She. was converted very early in life and
united with the Brethren in Christ Church of
which she was a faithful member until death.
She was a daughter of the late Jacob and
Lizzie Hostetter Zercher. Her husband pre-
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ceded her in death two years ago. These sons
and daughters survive: Grace Z. at home, Mrs.
Ruth Frontz, Lancaster, Pa., Jacob Z., Middletown, Pa., Rhoda, wife of Marlin Kaylor,
Elizabethtown, Pa., Martha wife of Paul Metzler, Brewten, Ala., Ezra Z., Mt. Joy, Pa., and
Charles Z. of Landisville, Pa; also 16 grandchildren and six great-grandchildren, and
these brothers and sisters: Ezra, Mt. Joy, Pa.,
Naomi, wife of Bishop I. W. Musser, Mt. Joy,
Pa., Martha, wife of Walter Heisey, Hershey,
Pa. and Ira Zercher of Grantham. Funeral
services were held Oct. 8, from the Nissley
Funeral Home, with further services at Cross
Roads Brethren in Christ church.
Officiating ministers were Bishop I. W.
Musser, Bishop Benj. Thuma, and Rev. Harry
Brubaker. Text, Prov. 31:10-31 and 2 Tim. 4:
6, 7, 8. Interment in Cross Roads Cemetery.
LEWIS—Edwin D. Lewis, son of Thomas
and Mariah Rodes Lewis, was born near Clarence Center, New York, July 23, 1875. He
was the seventh child of a family of twelve
children, of whom only a brother and sister remain.
Brother Lewis was saved in the year 1916,
in the revival at Clarence Center, the late
Bishop J. N. Hoover being the evangelist.
Then about a year later, as he so often told
in his testimony, he felt his need of something more, and again he went to the altar,
and the Lord definitely met his need. Also,
he united with the Brethren in Christ Church,
continuing a faithful member until death.
Soon thereafter, Brother Lewis came to
Ohio, engaging in carpenter work, which trade
he followed for some thirty years. Then on
March 26, 1918, he was united in marriage
with Sister Ella Hershey, to which union were
born 2 children, Ellen Mae and Thomas E.
Also they were foster parents for some 15
years to Sister Ella's nephew, John Hershey.
Brother Lewis enjoyed good health through
life until the early part of this year. Gradually declining, he took his bed just six weeks
ago. Though he was quite ill, he did not need
to suffer a great deal. He retained consciousness, except for brief periods, almost to the
last.
He quietly slipped away to be with Jesus
Tuesday, October 5, 1954 a t the age of 79
years, 2 months and 12 days. He leaves behind, his devoted wife; the loyal daughter,
Ellen Mae (Mrs. Blaine Murphy): a loved son,
Thomas E.; one grandson, James Murphy; a
sister, Mary Lewis; all of Pleasant Hill: and
a .brother, Eli, of Pontiac, Mich.; besides a
host of relatives and friends.
Funeral services were conducted on Friday,
October 8, 1954, at the home and at the Pleasant Hill Brethren in Christ Church with Eld.
E. J. Rohrer in charge, assisted by Eld. I.
R. Hoover. Burial in Highland cemetery.
FEHR—Harold Fehr, Lititz, Pa. died September 10, 1954 at the age of 85.
He was a member of the Brethren in Christ
church.
He is survived by a stepson, five grandchildren and two brothers. His wife, the late
Josephine Bowman Fehr, died in 1953.
Funeral services were held at the Beck
Funeral Home in Lititz, Tuesday, September
14. Bishop Henry Ginder in charge, used as his
theme "The reward for loving God" with Psa.
91:16 as his text.
Interment in the Mastersonville Brethren in
Christ cemetery.
SEER—Katherine Hodel Heer, daughter of
Michael and Lydia Hodel was born in Baden
County, Germany, on July 29, 1885. When one
year old her parents came to America, locating
in Clay County, Kansas, where she grew up.
At the age of 15 years, she was converted and
became a member of the Brethren in Christ
Church, where she remained loyal to her faith.
She took nursing as her occupation, graduating a R. N. and served humanity for nine
years in this ministry. It was June 27, 1917,
she was married to Chris Heer. they lived on
a farm near Green, Kans. for 28 years, when
they moved to Green 4 years, next to Hope,
Kans. 5 years, where she passed away on
Oct. 19, 1954, at the age of 69 years, 2 months
and 20 days.
Remaining of her family are her husband,
a son and daughter, Bev. Donald Heer of
Bryant. Ind. and Mrs. Henry Steinbrecher of
Hope, Kans. 6 grandchildren, only one brother
yet living. Henry Hodel of Clay Center, Kans.
Her 2 sisters and 2 brothers preceded her:
Mrs. Lydia Bear, Chris Hodel, Christina
Brand and Jacob Hodel.
Her affliction was of many years, about 7
years as an invalid, her faithful husband
tenderly took care of her. She was considerate
and patient through it all. Her family realize
although suffering is over and loneliness has
come, it is far better to be absent from the
body and present with the Lord.
Funeral services were held from Hope,
Kans. funeral home also at Green, Kans.,
burial in cemetery where the Clay County

church used to set near by. Bishop R. I.
Witter in charge C. A. Plank assisting, with
also U. B. local pastor at Green where funeral
was held.
McCORMICK—Mrs. Jesse B. McCormick departed this life on September 27, 1954, a t lier
home in Kauffman's Station. She was born on
April 27, 1899, in Mercersburg, Pennsylvania.
Mrs. McCormick was a member of the Brethren* in Christ Church for the past twenty-four
years and was a faithful member of the Antrim congregation.
She is survived by a daughter, Mrs. Earl
Qberholzer, with whom she made her home,
and one grandson. She was the last member
of her immediate family.
Funeral services were conducted on September 29 at the Minnich Funeral Home in Greencastle with Rev. John Byers officiating. Burial
was made in the Air Hill Cemetery.
POWELL—Jesse Pete Powell, son of W. H.
and Elmira .Slinker Powell, was born in Metcalf Co., Ky., May 28, 1874. He was of a
family of six children. He departed this life
Oct. 19, 1954 aged 80 yrs., 4 mo„ 21 days.
In 1905 he was united in marriage to Sinda
Jane Burton. To this union were born 10
children, all surviving. The children a r e :
Mrs. Nellie Bailey, Mrs. 'Fannie Corbin, Mrs.
Ruth Bryant, Mrs. Walter Alexander, and
Woodruff all of Garlin, Ky., William, of Philadelphia, Pa., Mrs. Kathleen Miller of Woodbury, Pa., Mrs. Lena McQueary and Joe of
Cincinnati and Edwin of Franklin, Ind.
Besides his loving wife and children he
leaves to mourn his passing into the great
beyond, 37 grandchildren and 4 great-grandchildren, a sister, Mrs. Lucy Burton of Cincinnati, and a half brother Mr. Sam Burton of
Vester, Ky.
In 1932 he sought the Lord and made profession and united with the Brethren in Christ
Church, and held membership at the time of
his death. He was a resident of Adair Co.
practically all of his life. His parents moved
to Adair County when he was only a few
months old. He was a kind and affffectionate
husband and father, a lover of home and children.
The funeral service was conducted at Beulah
Chapel, Garlin, Ky. Oct. 21, 1954 by Rev. B.
J. Rohrer, Rev. E. O. Dohner and Rev. Clifford Spurlock. Burial in adjoining cemetery.
SHERK—Mrs. Helena Sherk, daughter of
the late Mr. and Mrs. David Fretz, was born
in Bertie Township, December 25, 1867. ,She
passed quietly away Monday Aug. 23 while in
her 87th year. She was united in marriage to
Peter A. Sherk and to this union were born
four children: Mrs. Wm. Chambers (Flossie)
and Orville of Ridgeway, Ontario, Oscar of
Stevensville, and Earl of Port Colborne. Besides her four children, she leaves to mourn
two sisters: Mrs. Albert Frank of Port Colborne, and Mrs. Harvey Sherk of Crystal
Beach. Also surviving are 12 grandchildren
and 32 great-grandchildren. Funeral service
was conducted in the Climenhaga Funeral
Parlor, Stevensville, Ontario by Bishop Wm.
Charlton. Interment in the Fretz cemetery.
STEINBRECHER—Sadie Landis Steinbrecher, daughter of Henry and Rebecca Landis,
was born near Newport, Penna. Feb. 1, 1876,
When a girl of 9 yrs, old in 1885 her parents
came to Dickinson County, Kansas, southwest
of Abilene on a farm.
On Feb. 12, 1908 she was married to Wm.
Steinbrecher of Green, Kans. where they lived
on a farm for about 34 years.
Her husband was a minister, and she was a
valuable support in the church work, in many
ways rendering I r m a helping hand in the
Clay County Church. They moved in later
years to Ramona, Kans., and also on a farm
north, until the last year they moved to Hope,
Kans. where she passed away Oct. 15, 1954 at
the age of 78 years, 8 months and 14 days.
She was the mother of 2 children, one daughter died in infancy, her remaining family is
her husband, son Henry Steinbrecher and wife
of Hope, Kansas, 3 grandchildren Lois and
Leroy of Penn., Roland of Jabbok School,
Okla. Her parents preceeded her in death, a l so 2 sisters. Mary in childhood, Mrs. Emma
Frymire, and 3 brothers: George, Jacob and
John Landis. Three sisters and one brother
remain: Mrs. David Eyster of Thomas, Okla.,
Elizabeth Landis, Harrisbuug, Pa. Mrs. Susie
Caskey and Harry Landis also Penna.
She was converted at the age of 13 years,
and became a member of Brethren in Christ
Church, where she continued faithful.
She
testified to a deeper work of grace, later which
held her firm, and she will be remembered in
the church by her earnest prayer and testimony and concern for others and greatly missed by her husband, children and grandchildren, for she was deeply interested in their
spiritual welfare, education, and preparation
for ' future life. Funeral services held a t
Rosebank church, burial in adjoining cemetery.
R. I. Witter and Cecil Plank ministering.
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Items from the News
The United States has informed United
Nations that it will give twenty-seven million dollars for Palestine relief in this and
the next fiscal years.
Painting out the fact that 110,000,000
Americans over 16 years of age drink alcoholic beverages, and the number is rapidly growing, Dr. Andrew S. Ivey, head of the
department of clinical sciences at the University of Illinois, said recently in Chicago
that if drinking continues it will destroy
this nation. Said he: "History shows that
10 of 21 civilizations in the world's history
crumbled when the people lost their sense
of responsibility."
Reds Shifting Drive to Auto Plants
WASHINGTON, D. C. ( E / P ) The House
Un-American Activities Committee says
the Communist Party has switched collegeeducated organizers from white to blue collar jobs in its drive to "colonize" the nation's basic industries. A prime Communist target is the automobile industry, the
committee said in a report. It said nearly
100 Communist intellectuals had been sent
to work on Michigan auto assembly lines.
New "fork Gripped by Teen-Age Crime
NEW YORK ( E / P ) New York continues
to battle with a teen-age crime wave that
has grown to staggering proportions in recent months.
Boys as young as 16 are arrested for
murders they committed "just for the thrill
of it." No less than 300 young criminals
were jailed over a single week end which is
only a small percentage of those active in
gang "operations." Charges filed against
them included forgery, purse snatching, assault, carrying weapons, degeneracy, prostitution and numerous other law violations.
"Young Sinners" and "Imperial Hoods" are
typical of the names used by the youth
gangs.
Officials state that police action alone isn't the answer to this grave problem which
threatens the safety of America's largest
metropolis.
Question of Communism Splits World
Council
EVANSTON, Illinois ( E / P ) Hours of
debate stalled action by the World Council
of Churches on a "main theme" report, defining Christian hopes and criticizing both
democracy and Communism. Delegate after delegate strode to the rostrum to protest that the report did not adequately condemn the "false doctrine" of Communism,
or did not clearly declare the hope for
"Christ's second coming." Various other
objections, theological and political, entered
into the prolonged clash, both over the full
report itself and a supplementary document
prepared to go with it.
The report assails Communism as denying "God and Divine sovereignty" and destroying human freedom. It also says democracy cradles "false assumptions" that
its ideals are realized.
Archbishop Michael, of New York, Greek
Orthodox leader of North and South America, led the attack. He said its analysis of
such false hopes, as Communism was not
"adequate or complete." He said Communism threatens "the whole human existence"
and "human personality as such. It is this
aspect of false hopes with which the church
is primarily concerned," he said, adding:
"The danger for man which these false doctrines present appears to be sorely underestimated in the report."
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He also maintained the report should
place more emphasis on the "actual presence of the Kingdom of God in His church"
here and now. "It has been existing on
earth since Pentecost and is open to all
men, bestowing to all who enter, the power
transforming and renewing human existence now on earth," he said.
But George Goyder, of London, argued
that the document was only "lukewarm in
expression of the great Christian hope in
the second coming of the Lord." "I doubt
if the assembly would act wisely in accepting it," he said. Bishop Arthur M. Ramsey of Durham, England, also objected
that the report lacks emphasis on the "glorous truth that men were created by God in
God's own image."
Although the report was formally received by the assembly, it was when it
came time to approve a statement forwarding it to the churches "with the commendation of this assembly" that action bogged
down. The forwarding statement had been
revised during a day-long series of conferences and meetings, and it noted various
diversities in opinion concerning phases of
the report.

known to police was committed every 13.8
seconds.
Mr. Hoover further estimated that a
crime of violence—murder, manslaughter,
rape, or assault with intent to kill—was
committed every 4.3 minutes throughout the
United States in the six-month period. The
crime rate is growing despite the effectiveness of law enforcement, Mr. Hoover said.
Nine out of 10 cases of murder or manslaughter during 1953 were cleared by arrest, he reported, and the number of police
officers on duty has reached a record level.
There is now an average of 1.8 policemen
for every 1,000 inhabitants. Sixty-three of
these law officers were slain in line of duty
in 1953, he said.

Youth For Christ Has Directors' School
WHEATON, Illinois ( E / P ) Leaders of
Youth for Christ International conducted
YFC's first Directors' Training School at
the Kansas City Youth for Christ headquarters building September 7 through 21.
Thirty recommended young men, mostly
college graduates, came to the school from
various places across the nation to learn
the "Know-How" of directing YFC rallies
and Bible Clubs. Rev. Carl Bihl of the YFCI International staff and Rev. Al Metsker,
Evangelist Asks Russian Visa
WASHINGTON, D. C. ( E / P ) The Rev. Kansas City and regional YFC director,
Tommy Hicks, 49, a Pentecostal evangelist supervised the school.
from Lancaster, Calif., asked the Soviet
The daily schedule began with a time of
Embassy here for a visa to Russia so he prayer and waiting on God in the morning
could "bring the word of God to the Rus- with morning, afternoon and evening class
sian people."
sessions, supplemented with practical on_ Mr. Hicks said after a meeting with offi- the-job phases, such as Bible club meetings,
cials of the Embassy that he is "hopeful my making daily YFC broadcasts for the leadrequest will be granted." He added that ing Kansas City radio station, Bible
the State Department had been advised of Quizzes, speech and song leader contests,
soul winner's classes among teen-agers,
his plans and made no objection.
Bible Club city council meetings, as well as
Mr. Hicks has been conducting a month- the regular Saturday night rallies and aslong series of night revival meetings in a sisting in church services on Sundays.
large tent pitched within sight of the
The instructors and trainees attended
Pentagon. The revival is sponsored by classes,
ate their meals and slept in the
the Full-Gospel Businessmen's Association 3-story KC
Youth for Christ building which
was admirably suited for such a school.
Nearly all of the trainees have been assignWarns of Increase of Crime in U. S.
ed to various cities in the U.S. and Canada
WASHINGTON, D. C. ( E / P ) Unless the as either rally directors or Bible Club dipresent rise in the crime rate is halted, 1954 rectors. Many evangelical leaders believe
will see a new all-time record for lawless- this to be the greatest step forward in the
ness in the United States, Director J. history of Youth for Christ, and it was the
Edgar Hoover of the Federal Bureau of consensus of opinion among instructors and
Investigation warned the nation's civic and students that the greatest days of YFC
religious leaders in a statement here.
ministry are still ahead.
Mr. Hoover said statistics compiled by
the FBI showed an increase of 8.4 per cent Missionary's Difficulties in India Told
in the number of crimes committed during
ST. PAUL, Minnesota ( E / P ) Increasing
the first half of 1954, as compared with the difficulties facing missionaries in India were
first six months of 1953. This was the described at the two-day Lutheran Foreign
biggest increase recorded in any period Missions Conference at Luther Seminary
since the end of World War II. Particular- here.
ly disturbing to the FBI chief has been a
Dr. S. Hjalmar Swanson, executive disharp crime rise in small towns and rural rector of foreign missions for the Augustareas. The increase in the urban crime rate ana Lutheran Church, who was re-elected
was 7.2 per cent, but in the rural areas it president of the Conference, reported that
was 11.9 per cent.
"evangelism, the very heart of the misMr. Hoover gave civic and religious lead- sion program, is being opposed" by the Iners these facts about crime at the present dian government. "Government leaders are
saying publicly that missionaries will be
time:
An average of 35 persons per day were welcome (to India) if they stick to a profeloniously slain in the United States dur- gram of social uplift, but they must not
attempt to convert anyone to their religion,"
ing the first six months of this year.
There were 48 rapes reported to police he explained.
Speaking of the increasing difficulties in
every 24 hours.
• An average of 252 persons were subjected obtaining entry permits for foreign misto aggravated assault each day, including sionaries to India, Dr. Swanson said the
blackjacking, mugging, stabbing and beat- Indian government has during the past two
years granted 789 such permits but denied
ing.
Each day an average of 608 automobiles 109 applications. However, he added that,
were stolen, 1,454 homes were burglarized so far, no restrictions have been placed on
the activities of Lutheran missionaries, who
and 197 armed robberies occurred.
A total of 1,136,190 offenses were report- "have comnlete freedom in preaching and
ed to police during the first half of this witnessing."
"Furthermore," Dr. Swanson said, "it is
year, Mr. Hoover said. That means a crime
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reported by our missionaries that there is
less opposition to the Christian message on
the part of the average non-Christian and
a new interest among the caste people."
America Has "King-Size" Hangover,
WCTU Told
LEXINGTON, Kentucky ( E / P ) America's head is throbbing from a king-size—
and extremely expensive—hangover. In
fact, the nation's drinkers spend $1,128,424
an hour for the privilege of having hangovers. These statements were made by
Mrs. H. F. Powell, Evanston, 111., national
treasurer of the Women's Christian Temperance Union, at its 80th annual convention here.
"The cost-per-hour figure for hangovers
obviously will be a shock and a revelation
to most sober Americans," Mrs. Powell
said. She based the hourly figure on Department of Commerce reports that Americans spend $9,885,000,000 a year for liquor,
wine, and beer.
"Even the Federal government is becoming a bit embarrassed over this astronomical waste," Mrs. Powell said. "The Department of Commerce took pains this year
to point out that $3,800,000,000 of the $9,
885,000,000 was federal, state and local
taxes. These taxes," she said, "do not go
to pay the grocery bill of drunkards' families, and do not meet the cost of drinkassociated crime, poverty, and delinquency,
and human and economic loss to the nation,
the state, and the community."
Children Increase But Educational Facilities
Decrease
NASHVILLE, Tennessee ( E / P ) Facts
gathered by J. P. Edmunds, secretary of the
Department of Survey, Statistics, and In-

Missions Abroad

formation for the Southern Baptists reveal
that a record of more than 35,000,000 pupils,
an increase of 1,600,000 over last year, will
crowd the schoolhouses of the land this fall
and the schools may expect an increase of
at least 1,000,000 annually the rest of this
decade. The number of new teachers available has declined 21 per cent since 1951.
The rate of school construction will have to
be tripled if it is to keep pace with the
need, Samuel M. Brownell, United States
Commissioner of Education, has said.
The American people are spending proportionately less of their income on elementary education than they did in 1930, according to a study made by the National
Association of Manufacturers. The study
also showed that 53 per cent of all elementary schools were more than 30 years old,
48 per cent of the classrooms were overcrowded, and that 80 per cent of the schools
did not provide kindergarten, library, gymnasium, or cafeteria facilities. America's
oldest little red schoolhouse, dedicated earlier this year as a public shrine, has been
pressed into service again because of overcrowding in the schools in Woodstock, Conn.
The one-room school was opened in 1640
and has served the community for more
than two centuries.
The High School Teachers Association
has reported that since 1939 the maximum
salary of an elementary school teacher had
increased 105 per cent, from'$3,390 to $6,
950, while during the same period the high
school teacher's maximum increased 54.4
per cent, from $4,500 to $6,950. The cost
of living index rose 92.3 per cent during
that time. Recent estimates are that one
out of every fifty adults in this country, or
about 2,500,000 persons, have not completed
five years of schooling and have difficulty
reading and writing.
Anna R. Engle, Miss Miriam L. Heise, Mis3
Mary E. Heisey, Eva Mae Melhorn
Outstations: Rev. George E. Bundy
Macha Mission, P. B. Choma, Northern Rhodesia: Rev. and Mrs. J. E. Hershey, Miss
Anna M. Eyster, Miss Pauline E. Frey, Miss
Anna J. Graybill, Miss Edna M. Switzer
Hospital: Dr. and Mrs. Alvan E. Thuma,
Miss Edna E. Lehman
Sikalong'o Mission, P. O. Box 131, Choma,
Northern Rhodesia: Rev. and Mrs. A. Graybill Brubaker, Jr., Miss Gladys I. Lehman,
Miss Anna L. Kettering
Nahumha Mission, P. O. Box 173, Choma,
Northern Rhodesia: Rev. and Mrs. H. Frank
Kipe

India
General superintendent: Dauram Madhipura,
N.E. Rlwy., Dist. Saharsa, N. Bihar, India.
Rev. William R. Hoke
Saharsa Mission: Saharsa, N.E. Rlwy., Dist.
Saharsa, N. Bihar, India. Dr. and Mrs. George
E. Paulus, Misses Mary B. Stoner, Esther G.
Book, Evelyn Bohland
Barjora Mission: P.O. Tirbeniganj, via Murliganj, N. E. Rlwy., Dist. North Bhagalpur,
N. Bihar, India. Rev. and Mrs. Arthur L.
Pye, Misses Ruth E. Book, Mary J. Shoalts
Japan
Madhipura Mission: Dauram Madhipura, N.E.
Rlwy., Dist. Saharsa, N. Bihar, India. Rev. 11 Higiwara, Hagi City, Yamaguchi Prefecture,
Japan: Rev. and Mrs. Peter A. Willms
and Mrs. William R. Hoke
Missionaries on Furlough
Banmanklii Mission: P.O. Banmankhi, N.E.
Effle Rohrer, 2421 Oneida St., Pasadena
Rlwy., Dist., Saharsa, N. Bihar, India. Rev. 10,Sr.Calif.
and Mrs. Allen S. Buckwalter, Rev. and Mrs.
Elder and S'r. George E. Paulus, Box 38,
Joseph B. Smith
Furnea Mission: Brethren in Christ Mission Souderton, Penna.
Sr. Verda C. Moyer, 41 Hillside Ave.,
House, P.O. Madhubani, Purnea, N.E. Rlwy., Souderton,
Pa.
Dist. Purnea, N. Bihar, India. Rev. and
Sr. Beulah Arnold, c/o Albert Schock, R. R.
Mrs. Charles E. Engle
2, Hershey, Pa.
Ulubaria Mission: Ulubaria, Howrah Dist.,
Rev. and Mrs. David Climenhaga, Grantham,
West Bengal. Rev. and Mrs. A. D. M. Dick
Penna.
Africa
Miss Shirley Bitner, Ridgeway, Ontario,
General Superintendent, P.O. Box 711, Bula- Canada
wayo, S. Rhodesia: Bishop and Mrs. A. M.
Miss Rhoda Lenhert, c/o Dr. P. G. Lenhert,
Climenhaga
Ohio
Matopo Mission P. B. T. 191 Bulawayo, South- Arcanum,
Miss Fannie Longenecker, R. R. Abilene,
ern Rhodesia: Rev. and Mrs. Alvin J. Book, Kansas
Rev. and Mrs. Ira M. Stern, Miss Mary H.
Miss Annie E. Winger, Delisle, SaskatcheBrenaman, Miss Elizabeth H. Engle, Miss
Mary C. Engle. Miss Ethel C. Heisey, Miss wan, Canada
Nancy J. Kreider, Miss Dorothy M. Martin,
Miss Florence Hensel, 2001 Paxton St. HarS'r. Anna Wolgemuth
risburg, Pa.
Bulawayo Outstations, P. B. 102 M, Bulawayo,
Miss Lula Asper, c/o Norman Asper, R. 2
Southern Rhodesia: Rev. and Mrs. Roy H. Harrisburg,
Pa.
Mann
Miss Erma Z. Hare, c/o Loy Hare, Allen,
Mtshabezi Mission, P. B. 102 M, Bulawayo,
Southern Rhodesia Mission: Rev. and Mrs. Penna.
Glenn C. Frey, Miss Velma R. Brillinger,
Miss Leora Toder, R. 2, Mechanicsburg,
Miss P. Mabel Frey, Miss Ruth T. Hunt
Penna.
Outstations: Rev. and Mrs. Chester F. WingRev. and Mrs. Lewis S'ider, 2001 Paxton St.
ert
Hospital: Dr. R. Virginia Kauffman, Miss Harrisburg, Pa,
Martha L. Lady
Wanezi Mission P. B. S. 129 Bulawayo, South,
ern Rhodesia.
November
8, 19 5U
Mission: Rev. and Mrs. J. Earl Musser, Miss

Atomic Research Seen Confirming Bible
RICHMOND, Virginia ( E / P ) A Japanese Christian leader said here that out of
the terrors of atomic research has come
new proof of the Biblical story of creation.
Dr. Toyohiko Kagawa told anon-segregated
meeting at First Baptist church that physicists are confirming the Scriptural account
by* creating "matter" or electrons out of
light in the laboratory. Dr. Kagawa also
said that scientists who once were believed
to be against Christianity now "have come
all the way around" and are returning to
the church.
It is estimated $6.9 billion will have to
be paid out in the next fiscal year for interest on the national debt. This amount is
five times greater than the total contributions of all Protestant churches in America
in 1953, and 125 times greater than these
churches spent on foreign missions last
year. And, if Americans began paying off
their national debt at the rate of a million
dollars a day, they would not be out of the
red until after 2700 A. D.
In case the world is again plunged into
war, man's dearest treasures, priceless
works of art, and irreplaceable historic,
scientific, and cultural objects may be protected by a symbol—a painted shield of
royal blue and white conspicuously placed
on the places where the objects are. Almost
all the great nations of the world, includingSoviet Russia and her satellite countries
have signed a solemn pledge to respect the
symbol.
Spain is a country where there are 25,000,000 people who have never seen a Bible;
where 3,000,000 people live in caves; where
i37% cents is the daily wage for a man;
where there is no religious tolerance; where
the Roman Catholic Church has one religious worker for every thirty-five people and
owns half the wealth.
Wesleyan Methodist Leader Travels
SYRACUSE, New York ( E / P ) Dr. Roy
S. Nicholson, chairman of the Board of
Administration of the Wesleyan Methodist
Church, left the United States September
23 for a six months visit to the denomination's overseas churches. The tour calls for
stopovers in some 20 countries. A heavy
schedule of speaking engagements will require extended stays in Japan, Formosa,
Australia, India, Egypt and Sierra Leone.
Because of increasing nationalism in Asia
and Africa, Dr. Nicholson will hold conferences with leaders of overseas churches,
hoping to accelerate the complete nationalization of these churches.
Contest For Women's Devotional Programs
Launched
GRAND RAPIDS, Michigan ( E / P ) The
Zondervan Publishing House has announced
a new contest for devotional programs for
women's groups which closes Dec. 31, 1954.
The rules of this new contest are as follows:
1. All material must be submitted before
December 31, 1954.
2. Payment is on the basis of 1% cents
per word, on publication. '
3. Manuscripts submitted should consist
of a brief devotional talk and suggested
songs, poems, special numbak's and prayers
for devotional programs.
4. An author may submit as many individual programs as he desires.
5. All material must be strictly evangelical and Bible-centered, with emphasis on
the practical side of Christian living. Programs for special days and occasions, in-

(15)

eluding missionary programs, will be welcomed.
6. Devotional talks should not exceed
1500 words nor be less than 1,000 words.
All-American football star Donn Moomaw,
who turned down sky-high bids to enter
pro football ranks in order to devote his
life to evangelism, has registered at Princeton Theological Seminary. Moomaw took
part in the Billy Graham evangelistic campaign in London earlier this year. He then
continued a world tour, addressing evangelistic meetings in Formosa, Japan, and elsewhere.
Widely Known Chicago minister, Dr.
Kenneth Hildebrand, is reported to have
married more than 1,000 couples in his 21year ministry. Each year he holds a "Wedding Bells" service in which couples may
come to renew their wedding vows. Approximately 100 attended this year's service
and many from all over the country sent
greetings. "Emotional and spiritual immaturity" is one of the major obstacles to
a successful marriage, says Dr. Hildebrand.
Moscow is continuing—without letup—
its relentless new propaganda drive to
stamp out religion throughout the Soviet
Union, according to the U. S. Information
Agency.
Fundamentalists Blamed for India Attitude
To Missions
MINNEAPOLIS, Minnesota ( E / P ) American fundamentalist missionaries are
partly to blame for agitation now prevailing against all foreign missionaries in
India, a Minneapolis clergyman who spent
three months in that country reported on
his return. Dr. Howard J. Conn, pastor of
Plymouth Congregational church here,
said Hindus who believe there are many
ways to God do not like the "there is only
one way," "are you saved?" approach of
the fundamentalists. A group in India has
fastened on this weapon in their agitation
against all missionaries, Dr. Conn said.
' The pastor said the movement against
missionaries in India is "vocal but not too
serious at present." However, he warned
there is a possibility that the whole rising
tide of nationalism in the Orient may well
result in the barring of all missionaries
from India in another decade.
Pakistan Rejects Communism
WASHINGTON, D. C. ( E / P ) "Pakistan
has definitely repudiated communism as being utterly unacceptable to the principles
cf the Moslem religion," U. S. Ambassador
to Pakistan Horace A. Hildreth declared
recently. He asserted that Pakistan has
"definitely cast its lot with the West" and
is willing and anxious to take full advantage of modern developments in the Western World. The Ambassador added: "Pakistan is a firm friend of the United States,
a n d ' t h e help that the United States has
been able to give in the past and may be
able to give in the future is not only appreciated, but is jielping to build a nation
that is dedicated to the same principles for
which the United States is working
throughout the world."

Jersey Baptist churches, made the statement in addressing the Convention's annual meeting here. "The present total consumption of liquor in America is 20 gallons
per capita," Dr. Husted said. "The goal of
the, brewers and distillers is 60 gallons per
capita. To accomplish this goal, they are
spending 250 million dollars a year in advertising."
Dr. Husted also told the delegates that
there never has been such a sense of insecurity in the lives of individuals and so
much confusion among the councils of nations. "Our hope for human survival rests
upon the teachings of Jesus Christ," he
stated.
Launch Program to Put Bibles Into Negro
Homes
CHICAGO ( E / P ) A novel plan never before tried in the state history of Mississippi,
or in fact the entire southland, was announced recently by Dr. Wm. A. Keel, Executive Secretary of the Negro work of the
Mississippi Baptist Convention. The plan is
the result of the vision which Mr, Keel has
pursued during the last two years. The
plan will ultimately result in the placement
of 100,000 Bibles in the Bibleless homes of
Negro residents in Mississippi.
Drop in Tobacco Sales
SAN FRANCISCO ( E / P ) A tobacco industry chieftan, avoiding comment on the
relationship between cigarette smoking and
lung cancer, says sales of all types of tobacco are down about 2% per cent from
1953. Joseph Kolodny, managing director
of the National Assil. of Tobacco Distributors, said the sales drop is due to the nation's business decline.
Liquor Facts Given
NASHVILLE, Tennessee ( E / P ) The following facts relating to alcoholic beverages
were compiled by J. P. Edmunds, secretary
of the Department of Statistics of the
Southern Baptist Convention:
The year 1953 marked an all-time high
both in the amount spent on advertising
alcoholic beverages and in the dollar sales
of these beverages. The advertising expenditures approximated $260 million, and the
sales, according to a, recent release by the
United States Department of Commerce,
amounted to $9,885,000,000. Not included,
of course, are amounts spent for illegal
liquor, and related costs for jail, court, hospital, lost time, etc. Last year's record
consumption of liquor, wine, and beer was
more than three billitm gallons—46 gallons
per capita for the country's estimated 65
million drinkers. Beer consumption alone
reached a high of 8,2,666,000,000 gallons.
Package beer sales for home use increased
93 million gallons. \
"The nation's drinkers spend one and a
quarter million dollars an hour for the
privilege of having hangovers," Mrs. H. F.
Powell, Evanston, Illinois, national treasurer of the Woman's Christian Temperance
Union, recently stated at the 80th annual
convention of the WCTU at Lexington,
Kentucky. "Even the Federal government
is becoming a bit embarrassed over this
astronomical waste," she said.
It is estimated that in 1950 there were
3,876,000 alcoholics in the United States, of
whom 3,280,000 were males and 596,000 fe-

males, according to latest information released. Compared with 1949, the number of
male alcoholics has increased by 4,000 and
the number of female alcoholics by 20,000.
The rate per 100,000 adults (age 20 and
over) has been practically unchanged
since 1948, indicating that the greatest increase has been in the younger age group.
One out of every 15 or 20 social drinkers is
doomed to end up as an alcoholic.
Bars and taverns did better in 1953 than
in 1952, according to a survey of 226 establishments in all parts of the country by Dun
and Brandstreet, Inc. Increases in gross
and profits were highest in the Far West,
with business up 8.8 per cent. The South
gained 4.4 per cent, and the Midwest 1.7 per
cent. Northeast establishments reported no
change in gross. The liquor industry is
credited with investing $260 million annually in liquor advertising and nine of the top
wet popular publications report a circulation of 26 % million. There are nine other
popular publications, however, with 41 million circulation, which do not accept liquor
ads.
Recent statistics compiled by the National Temperance League reveal that the
"dry" territories of the United States held
their own during 1953 plus a small gain.
The Woman's Christian Temperance Union
reports that the dry territories appear to be
on the increase in the South and estimates
that more than 830 of 1,306 counties in 13
Southern states are totally dry or at least
ban hard liquor.
Nearly 3,000,000 copies of the Revised
Standard Version of the Bible have been
sold since its publication two years ago.
Sunday schools of fifteen United States and
Canadian denominations with 13,500,000
members use the RSV Bible exclusively.
Five other denominations, with 1,000,000
church school students, use the revision
along with the King James version for
parallel study.
The number of American missionaries in
India rose from 1,279 to 1,494, an increase
of 16.8 per cent, in the five-year period
which ended last January 1, according to
figures released by the National Christian
Council of India.
You're not the same person you were a
year ago! A government scientist has said
research with new nuclear aids showed that
98 per cent of the basic material in the
human body is replaced yearly.
After a. summer of baseball broadcasts
sponsored by Baptists instead of brewers
in Louisville, Kentucky, radio station
WGRC has dropped all beer advertising,
saying that since the station carries a lot
of religious programs it is not consistent to
carry beer or wine advertising. It is the
second major-network affiliate in the country to drop beer commercials.
Alvin Dark, captain and shortstop of the
world champion New York Giants, told a
Sunday school class at the Calvary Baptist
Church, Yonkers, N. Y., that he plans to
give 10 per cent, or more than $1,100, of his
World Series money to his home church,
Trinity Baptist in Lake Charles, La. Baptist
Dark began giving "10 per cent of my earnings to God" when he was a newsboy making $2.50 a week, has tithed faithfully ever
since.

Warns of Am ;rican Consumption of Liquor
ATLANTIC CITY, New Jersey ( E / P )
The president of the New Jersey Baptist
Convention said here Christian churches
cannot ignore the fact that nine times as
much money is spent for liquor as on education in the United States. Dr. Harold R.
Husted of Plainfield, leader of 250 New
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